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Abstract

The Individualized Early Learning Program is the product of an

extensive Research and Development effort. In this paper, the authors

describe and discuss the activities carried out in conjunction with

the program's design and development, as well as field research and

evaluation studies conducted when implementing the program. Insights

into these program processes are also presented. The intended

audience includes those interested in tress related to early learning,_

instructional design, educational psychology, and teacher education.
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INDIVIDUALIZED EARLY LEARNING PROGRAM

Margaret C. Wang, Gaea Leinhardt, and M. Elizabeth Boston

Learning Research and Development Center

University of Pittsburgh

The Individualized Early Learning Program (IELP), developed at

the Learning Research and Development Center (LRDC) of the University

of Pittsburgh, is the product of a systematic plan of research and

development based on a general concept of adapting instruction to

individual differences in children. In the program, priority is given

to teaching children in preschool and the early elementary grades the

basic skills and concepts needed for school performance. However, the

IELP embodies a much broader definition of curriculum than the

traditional one of subject matter content, instructional objectives,

and lesson sequence. Built into the program acre additional features

such as instructional tasks, diagnostic procedures, instrumental for

evaluating and monitoring student learning, recommendations for the

physical design of the classroom, and a learning management system.

Research and development work related to the IELP was initially

carried out in collaboration with two public schools in the Pittsburgh
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area. One of the schools is located in a working-class neighborhood

in a suburb south of Pittsburgh, and the other is located in an

inner-city neighborhood near a housing project in the city of

Pittsburgh. Subsequent field research was conducted in collaboration

with seven school . districts participating in the National Follow

Through Program. A list of these sites and some of their

characteristics is presented in Table 1. As the table indicates,

these seven school districts are located in varied geographic and

cultural settings ranging from an isolated Indian reservation in

Belcourt, North Dakota to an inner-city community in Akron, Ohio.

The overall purpose of this paper is to describe the process of

program development and field research that was carried out in order _

to document the implementation and efrects of the IELP in school

settings. Organized into four major sections, the paper: provides an

overview of the Individualized Early Learning Program; discusses the

process of program development; describes the field research

activities undertaken; and discusses the insights gained while

developing and studying the program. All three authors have been

actively involved in various stages of the program's RAD work, and

each has contributed her unique perspective. Wang, as a developer,

focused her work on program design, initial field testing, and

documentation of program effects. Leinhardt, a researcher with an
0

interest in field studies, conducted field research related to program
()

implementation in the seven Follow Through sites. Boston, as an

implementor, directed the implementation of the IELP in collaboration

with the LRDC -affiliated Follow
Through school sites.
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Sites

Table 1

Characteristics of L C Follow Through Sites

Characteristics

t
Year of entry into

IRDC Follow Through

Akron,

Ohio

Be !court,

Noah Dakota

Large midwvit inner city school district with two

FT schools in the Black communiti

1970.71

Small northern isolated Indian Reservation with the 1971.72

FT program in both Native American community schools,

Keystone Central, large eastern county school district serving this sma111 1969.70

Pennsylvania town semilural white community with the FT program in

seven scattered schools.

Montevideo, Small mid.west white townfarm area with all three 1969.70

Minnesota schools in the district having the FT program.

Randolph Co., Large Appalachian county school district with three FT 1968.69

West Virginia schools in a ruralvalley white community.

Texarkana, Mediumtized southern city school district With FT in two 1971.72

Arkansas of the mixed population urban schools,

Mediurniized southern city school district with three FT 1971.72

schoolsin the mixed population community,
Waterloo,

Iowa



Overview of the Program

Most of the innovative early childhood education programs

developed in the 1960's were designed with the specific intention of

preparing socioeconomically . disadvantaged children for school

learning. While this concern was shared by the developers of the

IELP, the program is based on the philosophy that there are universal

characteristics of development shared by all children regardless of

socioeconomic or cultural differences. The belief is that children

differ as individuali, not as groups. The differences in individuals

within socioeconomic or cultural groups are as great, if not treater,

than the differences that exist across these subgroups. The IELP

prescribes learning environments that adapt to the learning needs of

o.

the child and that include opportunities to optimize cognitive and

social growth for every child.

--..

The IndividUtilized Early Learning Program is the product of an

\
eclectic set of infl

7
noes, derived. from theories and research related

to child development and learning as well as from selected aspects of

instructional technology and practice.:. The framework that guided

formulation of the program philosophy and selection of the program

content represents an integration of concepts including: (a) the

cognitive-developmental theory of Piaget (1963);. (b) learning theory

in the tradition of Skinner (1971); and (c) knowledge and practical

experiences gained from the research, development, and implementation

of educational programs that are adaptive to individual differences in

children, as well as from observations and work with teachers and

children in school settings (Glaser, 1971).



The program design was greatly influenced by the concept that

certain abilities appear earlier than others and serve as the

foundation upon which more complex Abilities are built. The design of

the IELP was also heavily influenced by the notion that it is possible

to accelerate certain aspects of the child's development by focuaing

on the- acquisition, of specific prerequisite skills. It is asaumed

that, once the developmental Undo are identified, a child's

0

development can be influenced in specifiC ways. The identification

and the design of learning tasks for the IELP was based, to a great

degree, on: (a) approaches and techniques related to the positive

modification of children's learning; (b) techniques for the

manipulation of the learning environment: and (c) instructional

strategies that are effective in meeting the individual needs of the

students in order to support and reinforce the attainment of the

program's objectives. In this regard, the earliest formal statements

by Reaniok (1967) concerning the ongoing development of the

Individualized Early Learning Program reflect the need for facility in

the use of technical innovations in ,7,ogrammed instruction and task

analysis, as well as a concern with the feasibility of applying new

techniques to the program's. content..

The concept that the acquisition of knowledge cornea about through

a variety of learning experiences and that it proceeds at different

rates,throughout the stages of the ,child's development also played a

central role in shaping the program design of the IELP. The preschool

child, as described by Piaget, "...is not satisfied with speaking; he

must needs 'play out''what he thinks and symbolize his ideas by means

5



of gestures or objecta, and represent things by imitation, drawing and

,construction" (1963, P. 159). Furthermore, the rate of development

mayvary_amOng children, as well as among different, aspects of

development for a particular child. Therefore, simultaneous growth on

all fronts may not occur. An individual child's rate of growth may be

more rapid in certain areas than in other°.

It is important to note that the purpose here is to provide a

broad overview of the theoretical and pedagogical considerations

underlying the develoPment of the IELP. It is not the authors'

desire, nor is it feasible by design, to pinpoint which of these

principles are direct derivatives of certain specific theoretical or

pedagogical influences. The theoretical and pedagogical influences

considered were interrelated by nature; the principles derived

represent the results of the integration of all those influences. The

following is a summary of the principles that influenced the design of

the IELP.

6

1. Children differ as individuals. They differ in learning

rates, learning ezperienoes, and entering competencies.

Learning experiences should be built upon the child's

strengths, past learning, and current abilities.

2. Children acquire knowledge and develop skills in many ways.

In order to adapt. instruction to the individual differences

6



in children, an effective program should include a variety of

materials and learning experiences as well as opportunities

to use and manipulate materials independently.

3. Children learn through actions. They learn partly thrOugh

their own spontaneous activities and interactions with others

and With the environment, and partly through the materials

and interactions adults set up for them. Careful

consideration should be given to the creation of classroom

learning environments which permit each child to experiment

and evaluate what happens. Opportunities should be provided

for children to manipulate objects, situations, and symbols;

to pose questions and seek answers; to make choices; to

participate,, in making learning plans; to take some

responsibility for making. learning decisions and carrying out

the learning plans; and above all, to learn fray their

mistakes and successes.

4. Children should experience success in school learning. The

use of positive reinforcement , is a powerful intervention

strategy. Momentary difficulties in learning should not be

viewed as the child's failure. They should be viewed as

instructional design problems that the teacher and the

program developer must overcome.

7
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5. Children in the preschool and early eletentary classrooms

should be provided with opportunities to engage in

spontaneous interactions with other children and adults.

Early school learning environments provide a natural social

context in which patterns of spontaneous interaction with

peers and social skills are first established. Opportunities

ahouldtbe created to permit children to work and play

together; to exchange information and ideas; to ask and

give help; to resolve conflicts; to form and to resolve

friendships; and to develop social skills and patterns of

interaction with peers and other adults that are mutually

4 adaptive and satisfying..,

6. Children learn basic skills moat effectively when learning

experiences are organized sequentially. Learning experiences

should be grouped hierarchically in snail subsets with

builtin checkpoints. The ability to perform more complex

,learning tasks is thus viewed as a reliable predictor of a

student's mastery of simpler tasks, thit is, those that are

lower in the leaning hierarchy.

T. A child's current competence level is the proper point at

which to start instruction. To; maximize the probability of

success, mastery of each prerequisite subset of objectives

should be required before proceeding to the next level.

1

8-
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8.- The child's performance should be frequently evaluated, not

only to make steady increments in learning possible but also

to serve to reinforce the child's achievement on a regular

basis. The development of diagnostic procedures and measures

shoula be an integral part of the program design work. They

are critical tools which enable the teacher to accurately

diagnose the entering behaviors of the students, to monitor

progress, and to evaluate learning outcomes.

The goal of the ,Individualized. Early Learning Program is to

create school learning environments in which children can effectively

master basic academic subjects while becoming confident in their own

ability to learn and to cope with their social and physical

surroundings. The program was designed to foster the development of:

(a) basic skills that allow the student to locate, learn, and retain

new information; (b) skills that allow the :;student to extend and

transfer information to situations for solving new problems; '1(c)

motivational systems. that maximize the student's situations; and (d)

competencies that enable the student to gain increasing control over

his or her own environment (Resnick, 1967; Wang & Siegel, 1975).

ThetIndividualized Early Learning Program includes two basic sets

of curricula. One is a set of highly structured prescriptive learning

curricula aimed at teaching basic academic skills. The other is a set

of exploratory learning curricula aimed at'developing'problem solving

and self directed learning skills, as well as fostering personal and

social growth.

9



The prescriptive learning curricula include several

individualized curricula developed at LRDC: Individually Prescribed.

Instruction (IPI) Mathematics (Lindvall & Bolvin, 1966); IP/ Reading

(Beck & Bolvin, 1967); and the PriMary Education Program (PEP), which

consists of the Quantification Currioulumr(Resnick, Wang, A Kaplan,

1970), the Classification and Communication Skills Curriculua(Wang,

1972), and the Perceptual Skills Curriculum (Rosner, 1972).

Prescriptive learning activities are
generally assigned by teachers on

the basis of diagnostic test. results and the teachers' informal

observations of each atudent's performance. Appendix A provides

selected samples of objectives included in the various prescriptive

curricula.

The exploratory learning curricula include a variety of

[independent, activities, centering around such interest areas as:

creative `writing; block construction; socio-dramatio play; mf;dic;

creative arts; and exploration in math, science, and literature

(Wang. 19730... Exploratory learning activities are generally

self-selected. However, sometimes they are jointly designed by

students and teachers.

A unique feature of the IELP is the., inclusion of a, classroom

management system, known as the Self-Schedule System (Wang, 1974).

The Self-Schedule System was designed to serve as: (a) 4 classroom

management support system to help teachers maximize their

effectiveness in implementing the Individualized Early Learning

Program,' and (b) an intervention program to help students develop



competencies in taking increasing responsibility for planning and

carrying out their learning in school settings. It is a system

designed to faoilitate the effioient use of teacher instructional time

and, at the same time, maximize :student learning.

During any given school day, children in classrooms where the

IELP is implemented ere responsible for oompleting all the tasks

prescribed by the teacher and at least two exploratory aotivities of

their own oholoe. Both the prescriptive and the exploratory learning

activities are available throughout the day, and ohildren move from

one completed task to another in any order they choose and at any

time. In addition to working on individual assignments, students

participate in small group instruction, individual or group tutoring

sessions,. and other student- (and/or teacher-) planned or

spontaneously developed group aotivities.

To provide the reader with a more concrete description of how the

Individualized Early Learning Program operates in classroom settings,

a description of a child's morning in suoh a netting is presented.,. A

deliberate attempt has been made to focus the description on: (a) the

nature of teacher-student interactions (for management, sooial, and

instructional purposes); (b) the planned and the spontaneous

interactions among students; and (o) the role of the teacher and

students in planning and carrying out instructional and learning

responsibilities under the program.

1. Lee arrives at 8:25 and greets the adults and individual

14



children as she gets ready to begin her learning activities

for the day.

2. Lee goes to the prescription rack and takes out the

prescription "ticket" with her name on it. She skims the

ticket and looks around the room to see who is working on

what, where. Lee seleota one of the tasks specified on.the.

ticket -- reading- -and moves to the area where the needed

materials are stored.

3. Lee collects a pencil and her reading workbook and goes to a

work table.
I

4. Lee opens the workbook to the page indicated and starts to

work. (It is now about 8:45). After completing the first

page, she raises her hand to indicate that she is finished

and the teacher comes over 'to her. Lee asks the teacher it

she is doing the work oorreotly. The teacher reads the page

and responds, "Yea." The teaoher briefly questions Lee on the

content of the page, and
diacusseaethe rest of the work to be

dope. The teaoher leaves and Lee continues to work.

4

5. At 9:00 the teaoher announces that it is time to salute the

flag. Lee puts down her work, stands up, and turns to face

12
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the flag for the pledge of allegiance. The teacher then

discusses the upcoming field trip and the students' weekend

plans. After a few minutes of group discussion, the teacher

tells the students to return to work and calls a reading

group together. It is 9:15.

6. Lea returns to her reading work reading paragraphs and

answering questions. After completing five pages, Lee leans

over to her neighbor, Sara, andsks her how much more work

she has to do before she finishes her math assignment. Lee

then comments that she is working in the measurement unit in

math. After a few more exchanges, she roturna to her

reading.

7. At 9:40 the teacher calla Lee, Sara, Curtis, and Scott for a

group story. Lee leaves her reading book, Sara leaves tier

math sheet, and they join the group.

8. At 10:05 the teacher finishes the reading lesson, and Lee

puts away her story, goes to get a drink of water, and visits

with Sara at the fountain.

9. At 10:10'Lee returns to her desk and continues her reading

' assignment. She finishes the last page and raises her hand.

13



While waiting for the teacher, she asks Sara which page she's

working on in the reading workbook and discusses the

poasibiliti of working on a puppet show project later on in

the morning. The teacher arrives and sake Lee to read some

sight words, checks the pages she's been working on, and asks

her what her plans are for the rest of her morning. Lee

replies that she will do her math next and then will work

with Sara and Scott to mal., a curtain for the puppet theater.

The teacher asks if they are going to plan a puppet show as

Well. Lee says, "Yes, but tomorrow."

10. At 10:30 Lee puts away her reading material and gets out her

math lesson. She gets the yardstick, the box of materials.

that are number and lettercoded to match her lesson, and

her work sheet. Lee has some trouble fitting everything on

her work space. and the box falls off. This creates a

certain amount of disruption and laughter in the classroom.

Sara bends down and starts to put the chips and blocks up on

the table. The aide .000103 over and helps Lee get things

organized. The yardstick goes on the floor next to Lee's .

seat,, the worksheet goes on the table, the chips and,blocks

get laid out next to the sheet, and the box gets placed on

the rungs under the chair.

11. Lee starts working on her math. It is 10:40. She works very

steadily without talking or
raising her hand, as she.wants to



_ .

finish quickly; At-11110,-Let:raisea her hand. The teacher

comes over to check off her work. Lee tells her she will

finish the assignment after lunch, since she wants to go work

on the puppet stage curtain. The teacher questions Lee about

some of the completed Oath work and agrees to her plans. Lee

puts away the box of materials and the yarlatick but keeps

the worksheet.

12. At 11:15 Lee and Sara go to the exploratory area. Scott

selects the *material fort. the curtain and Lee measures the

front of the stage: The teacher comes over and talks to them

about the project and waye,to hang the curtain. Sara wants

one that goes up and down, but the teacher thinks it will be

hard enough !to make one that'.pulla to the side. Lee brings

the material and measures to the teacher to oheck on how the

cloth should be cut. The teacher tells them that they need

extra material if they want folds in the curtain. The

teacher leaves.

13. Lee re-measures the stage for the curtain while Scott

straightens the material on the floor, lining it up with the

edges of the linoleum. Lee marks the cloth with chalk where

it needs to be cut, and Sei,a starts to cut the material. The

aide comes over to watch the procedure and she reminds the

trio that the lunch period la in five minutes and they need

to clean up. Lee, Scott, and Sara agree to continue their

15
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project after lunch. They clean up and join the line for

lunch.

The advaniitiabfcombining_m structured. approach to direct

.
. _

teaching of basic skills and a relatively open classroom learning ____

environment are reflected in the brief description of how Lee spent

her morning. In this type of environment, children are given

opportunities to learn to make planning decisions and to take

increasing responsibility Ior carrying out and completing thelF

assigned and selfselected tasks with minimal teacher intervention.

Program Development

N)

A systematic approach to progrmh aeZtelorment and refinement was

adopted in LADC's work on the Individualized Early Learning Program.

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the iterative nature of the

work involved in developing the IELP, and the categories of major

development objectives and tasks. As indicated in the figure, program

development begins with the development of program objectives. The

various program components are then built in, based on these

objectives. The development work is follOked by *evaluation research

directed toward the refinement of the program and the dOoumentation of

program outcomes. The solid lines shown in Figure 1 indicate the

sequential steps in the program development process and the dotted

lines indicate the steps involved in program evaluation research.

The three circles shown inigure 1 represent the three major

components of thu school learning environment: the curriculum, the
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teacher, and the student. The uniqueness of the approach lies in:

(a) the particular tasks that have been identified for inclusion in

each of the three major components of the learning environment, and

(b) the consideration that has beRn givekto the interrelationships

among the three components. The tasks included in the design of each

of the components are listeci'in-iReoircle. The interrelationships
,

among the three components and the Iterative processes involved in

designing and refining the program components are indicated by arrows

between the circles.

The Curriculum

The curriculum defines the educational experiences and learning

opportunities that are open to the individual student in working

toward achievement of the program objectives. The work of curriculum

development includes translating program goals into specific

curriculum objectives, designing the substantive aspects of the

learning environment (the learning tasks), and designing approaches

and classroom processes (the teaching tasks) for -insuring student

mastery of the learning tasks.

Development of the various curricula included. in the IELP

generally followed the sequence outlined in Lhe left-hand circle shown

in Figure 1. These R&D tasks reflect a-broadening of the definition

of "curriculum". They include not only tasks traditionally associated.

with curriculum development. (i.e., the specification of curriculum

objectives and the development of learning hierarchies, learning

tasks, and instructional interiention
strategies), but also strategies



for monitoring student learning, guidelines for the design of the,

physical environment of the classroom, and instructional-learning

management systems to support classroom implementation of the various
0

currioula.

For the purposes of illustration, the sequential Inept, involved

in the development of a beginning math ourrioulum, the Quantifioation

Currioulum of the Individualized Early Learning Program, will be

described beloW.

The development of currioulun objeotivea. The Quantifioation

Currioulum was designed to teaoh baaio cumber operations and oonoepts

to ohildren of.preschool age through the early elementary grades. The

design work began by identifying an extended net of apeoifio

competencies that would oonatitute the target behaviors for the

program.

The initial set of objectives to be iholuded in a given

ourrioulun is generally identified through a series of repeated

rational analyses. Those objectives selected are oonaidered by

program developers as representing the knowledge and skills oritioal

to the acquisition of certain program goals. For example, in

designing. the Quantifioation 'Currioulum,, the primary question when

identifying the initial set of objeotives was: "What are the skills.

and knowledge that a competent seven year old (second grader) would be

expected to have in math in order to meet the demands placed upon him

or her by the school, parents, and the immediate environment?" The

results of this first series of analyses formed the basic set of

19
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desired target behavioral objectives for the curriculum. Through this

particular process of rational analysis, eight target behaviors were

initially identified for inclusion in the Quantification Curriculum.

They included: counting and one-to-one correspondence from 0-5 and

6-10, recognition of numerals 0-5 and 6-10, comparison of nets,

seriation and ordinal positions, addition and subtraction of single

digits, and addition and subtraction equations using single digits.

The development of curriculum structure and learning hierarchies.

After the target behaviors were identified, analyses of these

behaviors were conducted in order to develop learning hierarchies that

would lead to acquisition of the specified behaviors. Briefly, the

strategy is to develop hierarchies of learning objectives in such a

way that mastery of objectives lower in the hierarchy (simpler tasks)

facilitates learning of higher objectives (more complex tasks),' and

ability to perform higher level tasks reliably predicts ability to

perform lower level, tasks. This involves a process of task and

behavior analysis similar to that proposed and elaborated by Gagne

(1962, 1968): Detailed procedures of analysis have been presented in

a paper by Resnick, Wang, and Kaplan (1970). This work includes:

explicit descriptions of the tasks to be performed as the student

acquires the target behaviors; the cognitive processes and the

demands placed on the student in performing these tasks; and the

knowledge and skills required (assumed to be present in the student's

repertoire) to carry out the tasks._

Figure 2 represents the learning hierarchy which was developed,

using such procedures of analysis, for Unit 1 of the Quantification

20



Quantification Unit 1 - Counting and
One-to-One Correspondence to 5

F yr

Number stilted (to 5)
sets of fixed objects

Select set of size in
dicated by number

I
I)

Fixed unordered set
of objects ( to 5)

Count objects

C

Fixed ordered sets
of objects (to 5)

Count objects

E

Number stated (to 5)
and a set of objects (to 5)
Count out subset of
stated size

I

8
Set of moveable
objects (to 5)

toUnt objects, moving
them out of the set
while counting.

A

Recite numerals in
'order (to 5)

2 unequal sets of objects (to 5)

Pair objects and state which set has less

H

2 unequal sets of objects (to 5)

Pair objects and state which set has more

2 sets of objects (to 5)

Pair objects and state whether the
setare equivalent

Figure 2. Looming hierarchy for Unit 1 of the Quantification CurriculuM.-

Note: From the PEP inPoductoryl4andiook, M.C. Wang and L. Resnick, (Johnstown, PA: Mates
Associates, Inc., 1978), P. 40.
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Curriculum. Each box in Figure 2 defines a learning objective and the

accompanying learning task. The entry above the line describes the

stimulus situation, while the entry below the line describes the

rer onae: Defining each task in this fashion assures that each box in

the hierarchy will contain a behaviorally defined task, that is, one

that can be tested by direct observation. The simpler behaviors

appear at the bottom of the figure. The more complex behaviors appear

toward the top. As shown in Figure 2, Objective B is considered a

#
prerequisite to both Objectives C andE. 'Objective F is shown as

A
having two prerequisites, Objectives D and E.

Empirical validation of the learning hierarchies was another

important step in the process of program development. This aspect of

our validation work was mainly concerned with the interdependencies of

the behaviors included within each unit of instruction, as well as the

hierarchical, order between the units (Wang, 1973b; Wang, Resnick, &

Boozer, 1971). Empirical evidence of the interdependencies of the

behaviors was obtained through the use of tests designed to directly

.assess the presence and absence of each of the behaviors included in a

given learning hierarchy. The teat scores were then examined to

determine their dependencies, that is, the extent to which passing a

teat on one of the learning objectives reliably predicted mastery of

all objectives below it in the sequence.

-7 The development of procedures for assessing and monitoring

student progress. Effective asseasmentand 'monitoring procedures are

considered vital to the successful implementation of an individualized

instructional program. The use' of diagnostic pretests and posttests
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i3 integral to the instructional learning process as the. child

progresses through a given curriculum. Diagnostic teat results are

used by teachers not only for prescribing specific learning activities

for individual students in a given prescriptive curriculum, but also

for communicating learning progress to students and parents.

Upon entering a new unit in a curriculum, diagnostic testa are

generally given to assess student entry levels. Students are.

pretested initially...n11-9Plective(a) appearing at the top of the unit

hierarchy, that ia, the criterion objectives IfirOludedineiqhlinit of

instruction. This particular tenting strategy was designed to take

advantage of the hierarchical -structure of the objectives included in

a given unit of instruction. Since the assumption under4lng the

.development of empirically validated learning hierarchies i3 that

students who peas a teat at the top of a hierarchy are capable of

passing all lower level teats, only the top objectivea of the learning

hierarchies need to be tested to quickly assess a atbdent'a level of

competence. Students who fail the top level tests in a given

hierarchy can then be tested,. for the lower level objectives to

determine specific instructional needs.

Figure 3 i3 a sample diagnostic test Meet for Unit 1 of the

Quantificatien Curriculum, excerpted from a teacher's manual Nang &

Resnick, 1978). The'test Meet includes a statement of the objective

that the teat was designed to assess, the testing situation, and the

specific directiona'that the teacher is to use in administering the

Peat. 'At the bottom of each teat. Meet is a 1/3t.Of rpoaaible

diagnoses of each child's learning problems, should the child fail to
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COUNTING AND ONFIGONE CORRESPONDENCE TO 5

114,66 E Number stated (to 5) and a set of objects (to 5); count out subsetof stated size

-4;

laterlis Pack* "Quantification 1 E" . Moveable objects

Nisorindrumw-'

Testing Situation

Criterion Must pass every item

14, Place ten moveable objects in frint of the child.

Put tiv'objects back into a pile, after each responi

Noir, When indicating the posi!ion lire" as you ask

the question, allow for sufficient space to separate

between the' pile, of chips and the "here position"

'where the child is to place the subset of objects,

counted,

Testing Directions

114

1. "COUNT OUT THREE OBJECTS AND PUT THEM

OVER HERE." (point)

"COUNT OUT' FIVE OBJECTS AND PUT THEM

OVER HERE," (point).

3, "COUNT OUT TVIO OBJECTS AND PUT THEM

OVER HERE," (point).

Answers:,1.1 21 3.2

DiNnasis: Child needs more work in;

).

1, counting Moveable objects
(Quantification Unit 1, objective B)

I, reciting numeral chain ( Quantification Unit 1, objective A)

3. counting out subset of objects

4. remembering verbalcommands
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Figun 3, Sample diagnostic tog it,ost for WO of theQuentlflation Curriculum.

Note; Filo the Diatomic Ns of the PEP Outindllation SeaCiiffiCUIUM 14mei, M.C.Wing Ind 1, lissokk,

(Johnstown, PA: MakAstocistii, 1918), p. 12.



perform satisfactorily on theyteAWSepercified by the objective. These

diagnoses are suggeated bythe task analyses rieults°ind prerequisite

behaviors identified from the empiricallyAralidated

hierarchies.

Mother aspect of the authors' research and development work in

this area involved investigations of the use of diagnostic' testing and

the iresoriptilie. learning approach in implementing individualized

instruction in classroom aettinga. For example, in an:observational

study designed to investigate the effect:, of diagnostic testing, the

nature' of teacher and student behaviorsimisoidated with the teats was

documented, as was the amount of teachirthaerequired to 'administer

and record diagnostic teat results (Wong, Resnick% & SchePtz, 1970).

The results of 'this study. suggeet the 'feasibility of adopting

diagnostic testing as in integral prOcedtre in.the teiching -learning

process. The teacher:, participating in the study were able to

Implement diagnostio testing as a routine classroom practice within

the time constraints of a school day. Furthermore, the diagnostic

4

test results 49re...utilized. by teacher:, in preicribing appropriate

learning experiences for individual students.

To teat the hypothesis that formal diagnostic testing As required

in, order to individualize instruction effectively, an investigation

was also conducted to deter.ine the extent to which a teacher can

accurately assess a student's' learning 'progress through informal

interactions alone (Wang, 1973d). Every week for three :months,

teachers were asked to predict the diagnostic test results of

objectives in the unit in which students were working. The
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prediction, were then compared with students' actual test results. 'In

addition, teacher. were given feedback on the accuracy of their

prediction, during two separate weeks to determine the extent to which

feedback information would increase their prediction accuracy.

The overall results of this experiment showed a wide range of

variability in the accuracy of the teachers' informal observations for

diagnosing student learning needs. The accuracy of the teachers'

predictiohs was found to Vary within and among teacher.. It is also

interesting to note that the "accuracy of the predictions improved

following each feedback session . These findings seem to support tire

assumption about the critical ,role that formal diagnostic testing

plays in the implementation of the IELP. However, results showed that

0

teachers were able to predict student& learning needs with an average

of 74% accuracy, as opposed to an expected chance accuracy of 50%.

suggesting that some formal testing can be replaced by teacher

observation .(Wang, 1973d). It was on the basis of.results from

experimental studies such as the ones described here, ccmbined with

feedback, information obtained from teacherai and program evaluation

studies carried out in the LRDC affiliated Follow Through sites

(Leinhardt, 1977alb), that the diagnostic testing procedures for the

Individualized Early Learning Program were further developed and

refined.

The development of instructional intervention strategies and

learning tasks. The learning hierarchies and the curriculum

objectives provided the builtin.guidelines for the development of

intervention strategies and learning tasks (learning materials and
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activities) to be included in the IELP. Drawing on the experiences of

teachers and program developers who were involved in the development

and initial field testing of the Individualized Early Learning

Program, a variety of intervention strategies and learning tasks that

are keyed to each of thecurriaulum objectives were developed. They

range from the more traditional "paper and pencil" type assignments to

manipulative activities designed fOr indiiidual and/or group use.

Several alternative tasks for teaching each objective were developed

to provide flexibility in' adapting learning experiences to the

individual student. These' tasks were compiled in a number of manuals

for teacher use (yang & Resnick,. 1978). The manuals include detailed

descriptions of: (a) the objective each task is designed to teach;

(b) the learning task and the materials needed.to Perform the teak;

(o) procedures for carrying out the task; and (d) suggested teacher

intervention strategies, including critical questions the teacher can

ask the child as he or she works on the task or when evaluating the

student learning outcomes associated with a particular"task.

Figure 4 is an example of the prescriptive learning. tasks

described in the Quantification Skills Curriculum Manual (Wang and

Reanick, 1978). Each, task is labeled by a curricular code name which

appears' on the top of each page of the manual (e.g., Q1E, as .shown in

Figure 4, indicates the task is designed for Quantification Unit 1,

Objective E). Listed on the top left-hand corner of each page under

INVENTORY is a detailed description of the materials required for

carrying out the learning task. On the bottom left-hand corner of

each page under the word PROCEDURE is a description of the setting and

procedure suggestions for the teacher. On the top right-hand corner
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Box01E,

Inventory:

lesion box dlided into fictions

.10 blocks

tape cassette containing lesson

Tisk:

The child count: a statednumber of moveable objects and

places them In the epropriate sloticording to the taped

directions;

to'

,

Procodure:

The cicild is seated at Stable with tape recorder andcassette.

Helshe 'counts out the number of blocks stated on the tape,

and pies the blocks in the appropriate slot in.the lesson box.

lry

To the Teacher:
4

1 T. checks lesson box when the child 'finishes tape;

Each slot should contain the following number

of blocks:

Record 4 blocks

TV .2 blocks

'Bicycle 1 block

Radio 5 blocks

Afrospick 2 blocks

Telephone .3 blocks

2. Have the child,,cOunt out:

a, three blocks

b, five blocks

, Questions:

1. "How many blocks are there?"

Z "How many blocks are thfre?"

Correct Response:

L. "Three;"

2, "Fin."

Figure 4, Simple prescriptive plc,
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Now From thokicriptive Irving Tags ofdatPEPQuitIMcadonSkilllCunkulumMaruaJ,

Wing and I.; Rolnick, (Amon, PA: kik Assodatn, Inc., 1978), p. 7,



under TO THE TEACHER are imPleoentation recommendations for individual

Or mall group settings. In the lower righthand corner under

QUESTIONS is a set of suggested questions for the teacher use in

determining whether: the child has acquired the particular skill. In

addition, on the bottom righthand section of the page is a list

entitled CORRECT.RESPONSE for the teacher's quick reference. Figure 5

'shows an example of a group exploratory learning., game that can be used

to help students acquire oertain quantification skills.

The following three broad oategories,of considerations served as

general guidelines, for the design of the learning tasks included tin"

the Individualized Early Learning Program.

1. Materials should be designed to be used by students with a

minimum amount` of teacher supervision and guidance..

Attention is given, for example, -to: the development of

material management systems that permit easy access to the

materials by students; the format for packaging; the

display and storage of materials, and the format for

communicating directions for the proper use of materials, to

students.

2. Students' motivation for using the materials should be

promoted and maintained in order' to facilitate acquisition of

the skills required to achieve mastery of the curriculum
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SIZE WAR: Width
OBJECTIVES: 1. Identify appropriate size dimension (width).

. 2. Compare two objects by width and determine which is wider.

3. Use the terms wider (or fatter), narrower (or skinnier), and width.

NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2

MATERIALS: Chick
24 laminated 5" x 4 1/2" paper cards with drawings of owls in various

colors. All owls are 4" tall. Their widths vary as follows:

4 1/2"
3 1/2"
2.1/2"
1 1/2"

-'t owls
- 6 owls
- 6 owls
- 6 owls

B. 1:1100.
24 laminated 5" x 4 1/2" paper cards with drawings of hippos. Allh4....os are,

4" tall. Their widths vary as follois:

5" - 6 hippos
3.1/2" - 6 hippos
2" - 6 hippos

1/2" 6 hippos

C. Houses

24 laminated 5" x 4 1/2" Paper cards with drawings of houses in various colors.

All houses are 4" tall. Their widths vary as follows:

4 1/2" - 6 houses

3 1/2" - 6 houses.

° 2 1/2" - 6 houses

1 1/2" - 6 houses

DESCRIPTION OF THE GAME: Each child has a pile of cards, The children turn over their cardi,

one at a time, and compare them. On each turn, the child with

the wider card is the winner. The children describe the cards using

the term-wider (fatter).

Figur. 5. Sarni': .xploratory learning task.

Note: From the Unit Games of the PEP Clandic.ation and Communication Skills Curriculum Manual,

M.C. Wang and L Resnick. (ioiinstown. PA: Mafix Associates. p. 100.



objectives. This aspect of the design work focused

par- ticJJarly on the Use of programming prOciples that are

not, only reinforcing and stimurati-ng-r-but also pedagogically.,

accurate and effective. Consideration is given to the nature

and quality of the activities and materials in terms of

student interests; the physical attractiveness of the

.materials; the mount of time offered to complete the task;

the.. prerequisite skills (physical, cognitive, and social)

needed to perform the task; the developmental levels of the

4students; feedback mechanisms to permit students and the

teacher to evaluate the outcomes of their work; as well as

the woe with which the materials can be handled by students

in terms of organizing, manipulating, and putting away the

materials.

3. -It is important to consider both the time and money involved

in designing and producing, the materials. As much aa,

possible, materials should be adopted that are commonly

available commercially and/or commonly atoced in classrooms.

The use ot'readily available materials and equipment provides

the flexibility requirdd for the implementation of an

instructional program such as the Individualized Early

Learning Program. This approach will also permit and

encourage teachers to incorporate new objectives into the

program in order to adequately adapt learning experiences to

the needs of their students.
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The design of the physical environment of the classroom.

SyStematio analysis of how apace can beat be used is an important

concern in implementing the IELP.-.ProvidIncadequate work apace for

children, as well as apace for displaying and storing materials, is

not_only an important practical .consideration in implementing the

program in classroom settings, but also'makes a great difference in
(1,

motivating children to develop' increasing self - direction and

self-responsibility for their learning. That is, the physical layout

of the Classroom contributes, along with the learning materials, to

program effectiveness. The rationale and design of the recommended

physical layout of the classroom environment has been described in

detail for teachers (Wang & Resnick, 1978). Briefly, in the

recommended 'olinismam physical design the arrangement of the activity

areas encourages integration. For example, the socio-dramatic play

area is placed ,next to the construction and block area so that

students can draw rescuroes from both areas in their sooio-dramatis

play. The sand table is ..placed next to the block area so that

students can share people, animals, and other,blook accessories with

students working at the sand table. Multiple use of equipment is also

a characteristic of the recommended arrangement. The bookshelves are

used as dividers between the reading and listening area and the

dramatic play area. The backs of the bookshelves are used to hang

---drees-up clothes, and the backs of the metal supply cupboards are used

as display space for creative artwork.

Figure 6 is an example of how a "traditionil" first-grade .

olaisaroom can be rearranged in order to facilitate the implementation
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Figure 6. A redesign of a "traditional" firstsrecie classroom.

Note: From the PEP Introductory Handbook, M.C. Wang and L. Resnick, (Johnztovm, PA:

Mafex Associates, Inc., 1978), p. 16.
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of the IELP. Note that individual desks have been grouped together to

encourage group activities and interaction among children working in

the same activity area. Extra desks have been taken out of the roan

to provide additional floor space so that children can move about and

work on the floor. The supplies and equipment' for the language arts.

and creative arts activities are 'set up together to encourage

integration of these activities. The backs of the shelves for storing

math and exploratory learning
materials are fitted with a pegboard and

the tools needed for the construction area are hung on:the board. The

math area is set up next to the science, and social studies area to

encourage integration of activities in these areas.

The design of an instructional-learning management system.

Classroom management involves the management of curriculum materials

As well as the management of the instructional-learning processes.

1. The design of a system for display, storage, and management

of curriculum materials. The display, storage, and management of

curriculum materials is an important program design consideration for

implementing individualized programs in classroom.eettings. It is

important because of the wide variety of curriculum materials that

need to.be.organized in a systematic way for teacher and student use.

This is accomplished in the Individualized Early Learning Program

through the systematic planning and design of the physical space for

material display and storage and through the development of a

materials management system.that is explicit and simple for students

to use and maintain.
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Incorporated in the design of, the. program is the need to

categorize learning materials for each objective included in each

component of the program. Learning materials are designed in either

of two basic formats--learning booklets or manipulative materials:

Each booklet. usually includes an exercise to teach a single skill.

The manipulative materials are generally packaged in small learning

'boxes, each of which contains. the materials necessary for_ one

activity. There are typicdlly :several seta of alternative learning

materials keyed to each objective to allow flexibility and

adaptiveness. These materials may be assigned by the teacher or

selected by students themselves.

TO guide Children'a use of the materials,'each child is given a

"prescription ticket",. generally at the beginning of each day. The,

4 0 '

prescription ticket contains codes that match those on the learning

materials. The child then "follows" the ticket by. finding the

booklets or boxes that match. Figure 7 is an example of a

preacriptioM ticket for Unit 7 of the QuantificationlCurriculum. As

4

shown in the figure, the student's assignment on Hay 14 was to,work on

Objective C in Quantification Unit 7 (as circled on the prescriptive

ticket). The student's assignments for Objective C were to work with

number lines (task QVIIC) and play the Bingo game that was designed
0

for that objective. The materials needed to complete them tasks

would be displayed on the Quantification bookshelf in a box, labeled

with a picture of a "duck" and the letter code (QVIIC) that matches

the code listed on the prescription ticket; Such labeling allows the

student to find the necessary materials. After the task is completed,

the teacher marks the prescription ticket accordingly.
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Quantification Unit 7 '.

Narno MirlAIPL
Date Assigned Oats Completed

QVIIA

°VHF
QVIIQ

Addition Dice
Gams

Baas Race

Bingo

Fill in the
Equation

Make Your
Own Bur
Rica

May

Additional Activities:

Figure 7. Sample prescription ticket for Unit7 of the Quantification Skills Curriculum.

Note: From the PEP Introductory
Handbook, M.C. Wang and I... Resnick, (Johnstown, PA:

Mafex Associates, Inc., 1978), p. 20.
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Another important concern, with respeot0' to classroom

Implementation of the crogram, is to insure that certain areas of the

classroom do not become eo overcrowded as to prevent oonstruotive use

of the available materials. Teachers have used a variety of

strategies to solve this problem. One is the use of aingboard system

showing' each activity .area. A varied number of pegs are-placed under

the name of each learning area listed on the board. Mee tags for the

children are provided et: the bottom of the pegboard. When a child

decides to work in a given area, the child first places, his or her

name tag' on an empty peg under the area where he or she has decided to

work. If all of the pegs for the area are in use by other children

the child selects another area.' There are is many pegs for eaoh area

as .the teacher feels the area will comfortably accommodate. In this

way, both teacher and ohildren can me at a glance which areas. are

tree and 'where each child is working.

'2. The design of an instructional-learning management system.

The 'scheduling of student learning aotivities and teacher instruction

time has been a major implementation problem' for individualized

instructional programs. Typically, the choice is between group versus

individual scheduling, and free choice versus 'teacher -gregoribed

activities. A truly effective program, however, can include all four

alternatives for scheduling within the context of a flexible school

day. This is accomplished in the Individualized "Early Learning

Program through the Self - Schedule System. Under the Self-Schedule

System, children can be found working in virtually every area of the

olassroom at any,given time with the teacher circulating among them.
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" 31811 groups of'ohildren oan be called together at the discretion of

the teacher for tutoring, testing, or other activities.

In general, data tram studies relating to the effects of

selfsoheduling suggest that students and teachers are able to make

mcce-effeotive use of school time under the Self Schedule System.

Children, were found 'to complete more tasks in less time and exhibit

more purposeful and attentive. behavior. The frequency of children's

welting. for the teacher's attention
dropped, children worked in group

settings more frequently, and .children exhibited less disagreement

fighting and arguments) with each other. Teaohers were

observed to have more substantive interactions, involving instruction

and information exchange, as opposed to management interactions that

deal with behavior or material management concerns. Finally, teachers

uniformly reported sense of having more time to work with and

..obsiOve individual children (fang, 1976b).

The Teacher

Work related to the development of the teacher component of the

IELP was carried out with the basic assumption that innovative

educational practioes.oannot occur without competent implementation.

It was recognized that an important ingredient in the implementation

of any innovative progrma is the teachers' ability to use the improved

techniques and materials to provide effective schooling for their'

students. Therefore, a major concern in' the development of the

Individualized Early Learning Program was the design of specific

implementation strategies and technical supports for teachers.-
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Development of the teacher component was concerned particularly

with . specification of teacher behaviors required in the

Anstructional learning process.and teacher competencies required in

--
.preparing for effeotive program implementation. The specific

categories of elements included in the .teacher component of the

program are listed in the center circle in FigUre 1.: Teacher

oospetenOies required for the instructionallearning process of. the

Individualized Early Learning Program include both classroom

manakement and instructional skills. Teacher competencies required in

..preparing for effective program implementation include designing the

physical arrangement of the learning environment, designing and

displaying learning and instructional materials, diagnosing student

learning needs,. monitoring student learning progreis, and designing

learning plans for individual students.

Teachers implementing the IELP must possess the skills needed for

both formalized "didactic" instruction and informal .instruction.

Examples of didaitic instructional behaviors include administering

diagnostic teats, prescribing learning tasks, checking prescriptive

assignments, and giving help with assignments as required. As a

didactic instructor, the teacher also assumes the responsibility for

large. or mall group tutoring sessions as dictated 'by the various

curricula and by the needs of the students. However, it should be

noted that when implementing the Individualized 'Early Learning:Program

informal instructional interactions with students are, in-many oases,

considered more important than didactic instruction.
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Teachers functioning in classrooms where the IELP has been

Implemented generally act in two modes the "traveling" and the

"tutoring" modes. In the traveling mode, the teacher circulates among

the students, as a resource persOn, helping students with their

learning tasks, checking. off tasks as students complete the work, and

interacting informally for.z.manasement or instructional purposes,

usually for quite brief periods of time. The tutoring mode, on the

other hand, requires the teacher to work intensively, and for longer

periods of time, with individuals or Beall groups of students to

administer diagnostic tests, instruct
individual students, give group

lessons, or work with a group of students on a special learning

project.

The Student

Identifying elements associated
with students and their learning

process.was a central concern in the development of the Individualized

Early Learning Program. Specific elements that were identified are

listed in the circle on the right hand side of Figure 1. These

elements are classified into two categories: student characteristics

and student behaviors associated with the learning process. Student

characteristics include the individual student!a attitudes, interests,

entering competencies, and learning :style. Student behaviors

associated with the learning process include management behaviors,

learning behaviors, and evaluation behaviors.

The identification of student characteristics and the

specification of student behaviors in the clasaroom process are
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particularly unique aspects of the IELP. Characteristics of students

and their classroom behaviors play an important role in determining

the quality of the instructional-learning process. LRDC's work in

this area has been concerned not only with the causal link between the

instructional process (the teacher and the curriculum) and student

learning 'outcomes but also

characteristics of the

instructional-learning process.

with the causal link between the unique

student and the classroom

In contrast to student, behaviors in

more conventional elementary classrooms, students are expected to play

an active- role in management and learning functions. To function

effectively under the Individualized Early Learning Program, students

need, and are taught, to acquire increaaed efficiency in the following

management skills:

1. Independently managing classroom resources, materials,

equipment, and physical space.

2. Making appropriate choices regarding the particular learning

activities, the time and space in which the activity is to be

assigned, and/or whether to carry out the activity jointly

with peers or work alone.

3. Requesting assistance fran teachers and other. atudenta when

it is needed for either instructional or management purposes.
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4. Carrying out tha planned activities within the limits of the

classroom learning situation.by observing rules and following

directions.

5. Giving assistance to others when it is requested.

6. Accurately estimating the amount of time required to complete

the planned activities and budgeting the available school

time to complete the tasks accordingly.

7. Delaying or stopping work on activities in order to work with

teachers or other students on other scheduled activities.

8. Delaying teacher attention by switching to another task while

waiting for teacher assistance.

9. Evaluating one's own learning progress and adjusting choices

, and schedules accordingly.

Field Research

Up to this point, the discussion
has focused on the nature of the

Individualized Early Learning Program and the process through which it
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was developed. A description of the field research conducted in the

LRDC -affiliatated Follow Through schools where the IELP has been

implemented is presented in this section.

Field research conducted in :.he UDC-affiliated Follow Through

schools focused on two major areas. The first area was docusentation

of the degree of implementation in order to describe the

discrepancies, if any, between the program as it was designed and the

program as it was implemented in the Follow Through sites. The second

area involved documentation of the program's impact on student

learning progress. The dependent variable in the first line of

research was the program as it' was implemented. Information was

sought to describe how and why program changes took place. The

dependent variable for the second line of research was student

performance. The program, as implemented, was then the independent

variable.

Prograe Implementation.

Much of the research in the LRDC -affiliated Follow Through sites

oionsisted of studies to determine the degree to which the program had

been Implemented as it was originally designed (Leinhardt, 1972,

1976). The purpose of this research was to monitor and assess program

operations in order to provide continuous feedback to progras

developers and site personnel about the implementation process.

The basic structure for research on program implementation dealt

with input, proceaa, and outcome variables. This research assessed
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initial student abilities (input), the instructional procedures used

(process), and student final performance (outcome). The research was

conducted over a four-year period (1971-1975) in a series of studies,

each of a year's duration. The studies were conducted in the second

grades at those UDC-affiliated Follow. Through sites where the

second-grade program was operating. The type of information collected

in each successive year was
based in part on the analysis of data from

preceding years. The basic research structure remained the same. The

questions were framed in the context of a multiple regression

approach. Specifically, the research sought to explain variation in

end-of-year student achievement while considering the impact of

different entering abilities and different programmatic emphases

(Cooley 8 Leinhardt, 1975; Leinhardt, 1977b).

Measurement and instrumentation. Initial measurement work

focused on the development of techniques and instruments for gathering

data to assess the degree of implementation in the various sites. Two

types of instrumentation.were used: one to reflect student knowledge

and the other- to reflect the instructional environment.

Norm-referenced tests,
criterion-referenced tests, and interviews were

used to assess student knowledge. The norm-referenced tests included:

the Lorge- Thorndike Cognitive
Abilities Test (CAT) (Thorndike, Hagan,

Lorge, 1968); the Metropolitan Achievement Teat (MAT) (Durost,

Biller. Wrightston, Prescott, & Below, 1971); Raven's Coloured

Progreesive Matrices Test (Raven, 1956); and the Wide Range

Achievement Test (WRAT) (Jastak, Bijou, & Jastak, 1965). The

oriterion-referenced tests .came from LRDC's curricula. Student

interviews were included in the instrumentation developed for
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classroom processes assessment (Leinhardt, 1972).

Over time, a variety of instruments were used to help aaaess the

instructional environment. in LRDC's Follow Through classrooms. ,The

earliest instruments emerged from the field notes of. LRDC's Follow

Through field staff. These field note!' became the basis for

developing More formalised procedures to document the degree of

implementation. During LRDC's initial involvement with Follow

Through, Champagne (1971) developed an informal checkliat for

documenting the presence or absence Of a selected number of program

elements. As would be expected in the early impleuentation of an

innovative instructional program, these elements we' heavily weighted

toward equipment, expected teacher-student behaviors, and supervisory

roles.

aid

Additional intones' data - gathering instruments were developed to

andrical researoh on the validity of the program. These

instruments were used to identify the most significant features of the

instructional environment. The ultimate goal was to integrate that

information with data on student -achievement. Instruments were

designed to collegt three types of information: (a) information on

how the teacher conducted the daily activities of the classroom; (b)

information on actual teacher behaviors, particularly the verbal

behaviors during instruction; and (a) information on student

behaviors and perceptions of classroom processes (Leinhardt, 1972,

1976. 1977a, 1977b).

All of the instruments developed were tested at local Pittsburgh
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sites prior to use . in the Follow Through classrooms. The

obiervatiOnal sections of the instruments were the easiest to

validate-, while the sections on student academic behaviors and growth

-patterns were the most difficult. For example, while attempting to

obtain data on students, it became evident that different sites were

using very different.Approashes to record-keeping. Although standard

record - keeping sheets were distributed, they were not used

consistently. Materials such as testa, records on student

assignments; diagnostic test results, and other related performance

data were frequently not available.
This situation was not due to any

negligence on the part cif the tgaohers. In the early yeai.s, when the

'teachers were under pressure to implement a new instructional program

record-keeping seemed to take a backaeat,as it logically should. have.

This experience became a lesson in program implementation. That is,

paperwork should be kept to a minimum during the
introduction of a

program. .

The reliability and validity of the observational And interview

instruments were initially established by an in-depth study by

Leinhardt (1972). Inter-observer reliability in claparoom observation

averaged .82 over all categories. The stability over a four-day

period of teacher behaviors was estimated at .78 (Leinhardt, 1976).

In later studies, videotapes replaced in-class observers and

reliability increased to .95 across categories and observations

(Leinhardt, 1978).

Assessing program features. The first set of field-based

empirical studies focused heavily on the types of assignments students
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received, how student and'teacher time and classroom apace were used,

and whether implementation procedures were followed in accordance with

initial suggestions and megrim specifications.

The basic finding orthis early'research was that an LRDC Follow

Through classroom did indeed look very different from a traditional

one. The Follow Through classrooms were also different in many

respects from the developmental classrooms in Pittsburgh. The Foliow

Through classrooms, however, more closely resembled the developmental

than the.trCditional classrooms.

Another finding was that modifications which were made in the

field often improved rather than detracted from the moire.. For

example, in the early etas* of implementation, the Follow Through

schools did not test as frequently as suggested (every four to five

days). This increased time between tests (seven to eight days) was

foUnd to have a positive impact on student achievement (Leinhardt,

1976). While this finding should not be interpreted to mean that

testing was an unimportant pert of the program, it does indicate that

the optimum frequency for testing must be established in the field

(Leinhardt, 1977a).

In the early field research, there was a divergence of opinion

between LRDC's Follow Through field staff and researchers about the

implementation level of the program features. Initial estimates

gained through our research indicated that the program features were

very well implemented and fit very closely with the model.

Information collected by the field-staff., on the other hand, indicated
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a less than optimal implementation. They felt that many cites were

not Implementing major features of the program. The difference lay in

the definition of major features. For research, purposes, it was

sufficient that testing occurred at reasonable intervals, that testing

information was apparently being used for diagnosing. student learning

,

needs and prescribing appropriate learning tasks, and that the teacher

functioned properly in the traveling mode by moving about the room and

interacting with children one at a time. However, the field staff

were concerned that the testing procedures be used with greater

precision. For example, they wanted to be sure that

curriculumembedded testa (CET'a) were not used instead of posttests

and that units which seemed to cause difficulty were not skipped. In

other words, the researchers focused on a more general level while the

implementors, or the field staff, focused on a more specific level.

Occasionally, however, the data from research studies did reveal

some specific implementation problems. In 1973, for example, it was

discovered that there-was no variation in the initial placement of

students in the mathematics curriculum at one site. The reason given

by the teachers was the lack of time for testing children at the

beginning of the year. For this reason, all students in one grade had

been placed in the fume unit. This information was fed back to the

sites through the field staff. Interestingly, the percentage of

unique student assignments at this site increased from 0 to 4 over

the next four years. Preawaably, this change was partly the result of

data from the research studies being "fed back" tothe site.

As a result of the research, some generalizations were able to be
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made about the nature ofimpaementation'of the IELP at different types

of sites (i.e., urban versus rural, and black verinis white, or

integrated).. One question that was often raised. was whether observed

differences in the degree of implementation related systematically to

some contextual variable associated with particular sites. For

example, parts of the prOgram,Were field tested in predominantly black

inner -city schools. It is therefore possible that either the

implementation mechanisms or the style of the programs that resulted

would favor black urban settings over white rural ones. On the other

hand, the program developers and implementors were predominantly'

College educated whites which suggested that the programa might be

More easily implemented in white settings.

In one study of the implementation of the IELP in the

LRDC -affiliated Follow Through classrooms, the effects of the

geographic location and the racial makeup of schools were examined.

,Ten implementation variables from four domains (time usage, assignment

procedures, student autonomy, and teacher attendance) were selected

and contrasts were made using a Multiple Analysis of. Variance

(MANOVA). Table 2 shows the results bf that analysis (Leinhardt,

1977a).

Table 2 lists the four domains and ten measures in the left-hand

column. To the immediate right of each measure is the probability

(univariate p) that the observed differences would have odourred by

chance. Thus, with respect to the first measure, percentage of time

in individualized activity, there ware differences between urban and

rural locations that could be expected by chance half the time (or no
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Table 2

Effect; of Geographic Location and Radii Composition on implementation

of the IELP in 52 Follow Through Second.Grade Classrooms

orarmswirromossipmry
Domain and Variable Urban /Rural

UniVariltl

o
Comments

Racial Composition of Classes

Univariate

94
Comment:

Modem of time

1) % of time in individualized activity

2) the number of minutes in mathematics

3) math maintmanw program used

Assipnmsent Procedures

4) % of unique assignments

5) percent of pretests

6) percent of CET's

7) number of days between testing

8) student progress In math

Student Autonomy

9) sum of checklist

Attendance

10) number of dew the teacher was absent

A6 Individualized time does not wry system. ,16

atically with geographic location of school

.00 Urban schools spend more time in

mathematics

.92 Maintenance program usage does not vary

systematically with geography

.38 Assignment uniqueness does not vary

systematically with geography

.01 Urban schools give more pretests

.001 while rural schools give more CETI

.18 Frequency of toning does not vary system

atically with geography

.83 Amount of progress does not vary system.

oddly with geography

.16 Degree of autonomy offered students does

not vary systematically with geography

.03 Frequency of absences does not very'

systematically with geography

Individualized time does not vary system. .

etically with racial composition of school

.03 Predominately black and integrated schools

spend more time in mathematics

.63 Maintenance program usage does not vary

systematically with racial composition

.75 Assignment uniqueness does not vary

systematically with racial composition

.021 Predominately black schools give more pre.

.00 tots while predominately white schools

give more CETI

28 Frequency of testing does not vary system.

eticelly with racial composition

.31 Amount of progress does not vary system.

atically with racial composition

.09 Degree of autonomy does not vary system.'

atically with racial composition

.87 Frequency of absences does not wry

systematically with racial composition

figg. Adapted from Leinhardt, G, Evaluating An Adiptiw Education Program: Implementation to Roplicition, Instruillonal Seim, 1977, 6, 221267.
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significant difference). Immediately to the right f the p value is a

statement of interpretation. To the right of that is the probability

of differences associated with racial characteristics in the

composition of the sohool,'followed in turn by an explanation. The

table can be read across each row without attending to the numerical

information.

Essentially, the findings show few significant differences that

could be expected to affect 'Student performance. An exception is that

urban and black schools spent more time in mathematics then*hite.'and

rural schools. In assignment procedures, urban and black sc*ols used

more pretests while rural and white schools used more CET'S. There

was no difference, however, in the uniqueness of assignments (degree

Of individualizAtion), frequency of testing, or student progress.

These results do. not indicate that there were no differences in

impleme Otion procedures among schools, only that the differeqces

were not systemptic with respect to some of the more obvious site

characteristics. These findings also suggest a successful

implementfition of the major program features in, the sites (Leinhardt,

1977a).

Student Learning Progress in Basic Skills

Data on student learning progress reported in this section were

obtained from the UDC developmental classrooms where most program

design research was carried out, and from Follow Through sites where

some of the components of the Individualized Early Learning Program

were implemented. This discussion will include information on student
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learning progress in the basic skills curricula and standardized

achievement test results. Since detailed- discussions of student

prOgeess have appeared in several previous reports (Eichelberger.&'

Boston, 1976a; Rosner, 19721 Wang, 1976a;' Wang, Resnick, & Schuetz,.,

1970. 1974), the following are brief summaries of this information for

illustrative purposes.

Student learning progress in the basic skills curricula.

Integrated into the IELP's recommended classroom processes is the

administration of diagnostic tests to determine students' mastery of

the objectives in each of'the prescriptive curriculum (Cox & !kston,

1967; ,Wang, 1969). The diagnostic test results provide a basis on

which teachers mescribe learning tasks for children. Test results .°

also provide a record of student learning progress in the program.

The -purpose of analyzing the student learning progress data was to

determine whether the students were able to master the . program's

objectives and whether previous experience' in the IELP made any

difference in student entering behaviors. To investigate how children

make progress in the IELP curriculum, the data from the developmental

classrooms and Follow Through schools were examined.

Summaries of mastery in the Quantification, Classification, and

4
Reading curricula by students from the developmental classrooms are

reported in4gbles 3, 4, and.5 (Wang, Resnick, & Schuetz, 1974).. The

tables show the, ercentage of students who mastered each of the units

in the various curricula by the end of the 1969-70 school year. The

data in the tables. were 'obtained from an innercity-public school'at

the end of the second year of program operation. As shown in Table 3,
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Table 3 - ,

Percentage of Students Mastering Each Unit In the Quantification and

the IPI Mathematics Curriculum at End of School Year
1989 1970

. .

,

Age Group

Unit
3 Year '.

N -23
4 Years
N -33

Kindergarten p.m
N 58

Kindergarten a.m.

N -52
First Grade

N -133

Quantification

T. Counting 1 - 5 59 81 93 100 93

2. Counting 1 -10 32 78 88 100 91

3. Numeration 0 - 5 38 76 ss '90 93

4. Numeration 8 - 10 18 'ss 81 92 81

5. Cowed...cm of sets

- O. Seratiori

9

. 14

47

34

90

70

es

n n

7. Addition and
Subtracdon

5
5

8
49 56 83

8. Addition and
Subtrecti.^:7 equations . 12 21 28

19. Counting 11: 20 . 5 se 58. 93

10. Numeration 11 20 6 47 'Go 88

11: Counting 20 -100 21 27 56

12. Numeration 20 -100 4 10 38

13. Counting 100 -1000 4 19

14. Numeration
15

!Pi Mathematics

Level 13
1

Level C
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Table 4

Percentage of Students Mastering Each Unit of the Classification

Curriculum at End ofSchool Year..
1969 1970

Group

3 Years"

Unit .N -23
4 Years
N = 33

Kindergarten a.m.
N = 56

Kinclargertan a.m.
N = 52

Classification I

1. Matching , 77 75 es

$ 2. Simple classification 41 66 95 94

3. Classification of objects
varying in 2 dimensions ' 50 72 96 90

4.' Color naming . 41 59 91 98

5. Shape naming, 41 56 .88 92

6. Size description 9 25 ,. 68 73

7. Advanced classification 19 85 71

Classification II
1. Singular and plural objects

2. Reverse order ident

19

3

74,

az

75

63

3. Prepositional statements , ' 57 ge

Classification III"'
1. Multidimensional classification 58 71

2. Classification of funcitonal categories 47 71

3. Category naming
53 65

Unit not included in the curriculum for this age group.

." Classification III was not used in preschooland kindergarten.
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-Table 5

Percentage of Students Mastering Each Book of the
McGraw-Hill, Sullivan Reading Series

1989- 1970 .

Grade 1

Unit Topic N 133

1. 'Oirst transitional reader " 84.4

2. Second transitional reader 59.4

3. Initial and final consonant dusters; contractions 4 48.9

4. "ed" suffix of past tense verbs 40.8

5. Inflectional and cHrivational suffixes "es" and "sr" 31.8

8. Inflectional and derivational suffixes "et" and "est";
'complex sentence structure; paragraphs 22A

7. New initial and final consonant dusters; Suffix "eV". 13.5

8. Short "o"; "2" and "qu"; poems, descriptive paragraphs,.
short stories; colon 10.5

9. Final "y"; long "a" with final silent "s"; soft "c" 8.0

10. Long '1" and. "o "; soft "g"; longer stories 8.0

11. Long vowels not followed bti final silent "e"; long "u" 8.0

Words ending in "oy" and 'Igh"; animal sounds; concepts
"bright" and "Pale" 4.5

13. "se"; longer selections on natural sciences, with emphasis
on comprehension and retention; semicolon 3.0

14. "eve", "oo"; dracriPticms of natural phenomena and human
institutions, with emphasis on comprehension and retention 3.0

15. "ow", "ea", "wh", "ph", silent "t" and "w", "Icn", "ch";
suffixis "tuns" and "ation";months and seasons 1.5

18. "ould"; "dge", silent '1" and "h", "wr"; usage of "could"
"should" and "would"; history, with emphasis on comprehension .
and retention 1.5

SS
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cr.

the typical four -year-oldr-for .example,' could perform counting,

numeration, comparison of sets, and seriation, while five-year-olds or

kindergarten students advanced to'units on addition and subtraction

operations up to 10 by the end of the school year.

To further examine student progress in the curriculum,

comparisons were made between the total number of instructional

objectives (in Quantification) mastered at the beginning of the school

year (entry level) and the total number mastered by the end of the

school year (terminal mastery) for each age group. Figure 8 shows

these results graphically. A consistent pattern of positive student

progress in the curriculum is clearly reflected in the data.' At every

age level- (three yearsthrough first grade) students' mastery of the

objectives of the Quantification Curriculum 'increased significantly,

between the beginning and the end of the school year.

Data displayed in Figures 9 and 10 represent ,student learning

progress information from the seven LRDC -affiliated Follow Through

sites for the 1973-74 school year. Figure 9 shows the number of IPI

Mathematics units mastered at the beginning (placement) and at the end

of the year (final location) by second-grade students in the sites.

On the average, children at the end of the second grade had completed

20 units of the curriculum. Figure 10. shows the nuaber- of Sullivan

reading books completed by Follow Through students upon entering and

leaving second grade. In general, Students had covered approximately

half of the Sullivan Series by the end of second grade.

Standardized achievement test results.- The Wide Range
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,Achievement Test (JastaW, Bijou & Jestak, 1965) was one of the

standardized teats used to, assess the end-of-year achievement for

students in developmental and Follow Through classrooms. The

evaluation design (Wang, 1973a) for.both the developmental schools and

the UDC Follow Through classrooms involved beginning initial testing

at the lowest grade. The grade one year ahead of the grade in which

the IELP was impfenented was used as the comparison group'for

evaluation purposes. The intent was to compare the, test results, of

program Students with children from the sane neighborhoodsfamilies,

and school. Thus, for momparison purposes, the WRAT was administered

to children who were in the same school but had not been students in

Classrooms where the IELP.was implemented. The central ,question in

examining student achievement was whether the IELP made a difference.

Table 6 shows longitudinal comparisons of the Wide Range

Achievement-Test (WRAT) results of those Follow Through students in Pn

inner-city school system who had the Individualized Early Learfiing

Program and those students who did not. Data displayed in Table 6

include WRAT results from the first year in which the IELP was

implemented in the schools through the 1976-77 school year. The

Individualized Early Learning.Program was initially implemented at

this site during the 1970-71 school year. The,.overall results show

that the mean grade equivalent scores, for all Follow Through groups

were close U3, or above, the national'norm, reflecting the positive

impact of the program on student achievement. When comparing the

achievement scores of the Follow Through and non-Follow Through groups

in the.same school system, the impact of the program is even more

evident. As one reads across the rows in Table 6 to compare scores
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Table

Summary of WRA'T. Data from One Follow Through School

Mean Graff Equivalent Scores

1911 1977

1971 1972 1973 1974

Olds Rad Mth. Flood. MO. NW7W Tgrkri. gad, 41th. Rod. Add Rad, kith,
10Th ..1976 1977

(n)

Third

. 119

101 '1.3 no dor 1.0 1.0 K9 13 12 1,2 1.1 1,1 12 1.

lixob (131) (52) 1521 (441 (441 (401 (40) (40) 140) (40) (40)

1.4 1.7 19 2.0. 1,9 2.0 22 24 2.1 2.3 2,4 2.2 2,2 2.3

(1381 (1321 (160) (149) 157) 1571 1441 (44) 1421 (42) 143) (43) (30) (30)

2,4 22 2.5 2.4 2.8 2,6 22 2,9 il 2.8 3.5 3.0 32 2,8

(71) 1731 (149) (149) 11451 . 1148) (43) (42) (44) 144) 1141) 132) (32) 1321

3.0 3.0 32 3.1 3.5 3.1 42 3.4 3.8 3.4 42 33 4.5, 3.4

(81) 168) 182) 182) (150) 1150) 144) (44) 142) (42) (43) (43) (38) (381

WRATIs giwn by LROC thr,:to tool odministroton InOng of loch you.

a 1.0 Gordo Equiriont Soon

b (1391 Numb* Studonu Trod

CV014:4 tow the stropotlIno won In the Follow Through proem. GroupblOw It wore not In tho worm;
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from the. same grades acrods school years, a consistent pattern of

differences in the achievement scores of the two groups can be.

observed. In all oases, scores from the Follow Through groups far

exceeded those of nonFollow Through groups of the same age for the

preceding year.

It is also interesting .to point out that when scores for the same

group are followed across'.the years a pattern of progress in

achievement scores can be detected. With each year of additional

experiences in the program an increased gain is observed. Tracing the

progress made by the kindergarten group of 1973-74 through their

thirdgrade year (1976-77), for example, student's in the

Individualized Early Learning Program performed approximately at grade

level in the spring of their kindergarten year. By spring, of their

firstgrade year they scored Slightly above the grade norm in both

reading (2.1 instead of the expected 1.8) and math (2.3). In the

Spring of 1975.46, which was their secondgrade year, they again

scored well -above grade level in reading (3.5) and above grade level

in math (3.0). This pattern of progressive increase continued in

their thirdgrade year. Their grade equivalent scores from the spring

testing of the 1976-77 school year were 4.5 for reading and 3.4 for

math.

Student achievement data from each of the UDC Follow Through

sites, as measured by the WRAT at the end of each year, are in Table

7. These results were obtained from the average gain in WRAT grade

equivalence (G.E.) scores for one group of students in each of the

sites from the end of kindergarten to the end of the third grade. As
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, Table 7

Aver* Grade Equivalent Gains in WRAT

,ReadIntand Math Subtosts for the I.RDC FT Students

*MatIMMMIllarsIll0~1iormemrolaNNIZINIMNIMMINgaMMOMOINNIONP

morwoommormwropworrommirralwrormirmmonormairerroureirewmarrampe
Gain Scorn

Site 1 Site 2 Sits 3 Site 4

MINERMMROM 4~//// 1.1011MIMMIM

Grade 111 R M R M

K . 1 1,1 1.1 1.3 e, 11 0.9 1.1

010111

rR M

Sites Sit. 6

orrimr~.

M R M

Site 7

R M

1,8 0.9 1.0 0,7, 1,3 0.8 0.9 1.0

1.2 0,9 0.7 1.3 0. 1.4 0,8 1.9 0,9 1.6 1,0 1.4 0.9 1.3 0.8

2.3 1.1 OA 1.2 0,8 1.2 0.8 1.2 0.8 1.4 1.2 1.4 0.7 1.3 0.7

Taul

Gain 3,1 2,8 3.8 2.5 3,5 2.7 4.9 2.6 3.9 2.9 4,1 2.4 3.6 2,5

IR finding

"M Math

ya: From 'The LRDC Follow Through Individualized Early Learning Program"

by Eithelboor & Boston, 1978.

a
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pointed out by Eiohelberger and b;atOn (1976b), since the expected

gain for each year would be 1.0 G.E., with a total 3.0 G.E. for the

three consecutive school years, the results reported in Table 7

.represent above average growth. In fact, reading results which ranged

from 3.1 G.E. to 4.7 G.E.' not only represent above average growth

for the national population, but also represent exceptionally high

results for the Follow Through population. The U.S. Department of

EducatiOn uses 70% of average growth as the expectation for

disadvantaged students (General Accounting Office, 1975) which, in

this instance, would be only 2.1 G.E.

A oonsiatent pattern of achievement gains has been noted even

though the data from the developmental and Follow Through schools

varied from year to year and from classroom to classroom. Children in

classrooms where the Individualized Early Learning Program is

implonentea generally learned what they were taught. On the average,

Foliow Through students in the program performed better than those

with similar characteristics and backgrounds, and they scored at or

above the national norm on standardized achievement tests in subjects

that were explicitly taught in the program. Furthermore, the data

suggest that the degree of program implementation was related to the

degree of impact on students. As the quality of the program and its

implementation improved over the years, an increase in student

achievement gains was noted.

Discussion

Many insights related to the development, deaign, and evaluation
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an innovative instructional program such as the IELP were gained

during LRDC's ten ,years of participation in the National Follow

Through Program. This section will focus on diacusaing the

information and experiences gained in four areas: the design of the

instructional mogram, the individualization of the implementation

process, program evaluation, and a oontrast of instruotional design

and program implementation research findings.

Program Design

Although the basic goal' of developing school learning ex;eriences

that are adaptive to the needs of the individual child has not changed

since the inception of the IELP. ideas about what is required to

.accomplish that goal have gone through many iterations. One of the

most significant changes was -the broadening of the definition of

curriculum. Another was the change in the "how to" aspect of bringing

theories and research to bear on design and the requirements for

utilizing research and development ideas and products to change school

practices.

. Curriculum development includes not only task., of translating

program goals into specific curriculum (learning) objectives, and

designing the content and its sequence, but also-" includes tasks

related to the implementation of the curriculum in claSaroom settings.

As stated earlier, the curriculum defines the educational experiences

and learning opportunities that are open to the individual student for

the achievement of the program's objectives. Therefore, "curriculum"

i3 viewed in the IELP as including learning objectives, sequence
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structure,.learning tasks, instructional tasks, methods and procedures

for diagnosing thi7intertncbehlknors of the learner, monitoring and

evaluating student learning, physical design of the classroom, and an

,, instructional-learning management system.

0
Much work went into designing ,implementation strategies for the

IELP during the initial phases of field testing. The notion that all

that was needed was to provide'the teacher with empirically validated

curriculum packages and explicit directions about how to use the

materials in order to effectively implement the innovations was soon :7

recognized as naive. Merely supplying teachers with new ideas,'

products, and training was not sufficient. Teachers also needed

design supports for the total operation of their daily instructional

activities.
'

Contrary to the belief that it is possible to create

teacher-proof curricula, effective implementation of innovative

programa, even the most well-developed and systematically field-tested

ones, cannot occur without a competent teacher. LRDC's Follow Through

experiences have shown that it is the ability of the teacher to use

the innovative educational programs that determines, to a large

.extent, the effectiveness of the programs in meeting the needs of the

individual student.

The student also needs to be considered in the design process,

not only for the purpose of maximizing the effectiveness of matching

learning experiences and student_ learning characteristics and .needs,

but also for the purpose of maximizing effective day-to-day classroom
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operations, Special attention must be given to the development of the

management competencies required if the student is to function under

such an instructional program. These management skills should be

considered to be as important as other learning skills. .The design of

any innovative instructional program must include explicit statements

about the role of the Student, the teacher, and the curriculum, as

well as the nature of the interactions among them as they are

reflected in the classroom process.

Individualization of the-Implementation Process

The implementation of an innovative program is not a process in

which the total program, as designed by curriculum experts and R&D

agencies, is installed intact initiallyand expected to remain so. It

is a gradual process generally adapted to different schools and

different teachers' classrooms. This was found to be true even in the

demonstration classrooms in LRDC's,developmental schools. That this

happens is not surprising. Schools differ in staff, student, and

community characteristics. It is unrealistic, therefore, to expect to

use a uniform process to achieve full implementation of the. critical

features of an innovative program in all situations.

Innovations are seldom adopted and implemented as the program

develOpers intended them to be at the outset. Installing. and

maintaining an innovative educational program should be viewed as a

developmental process. This process includes the development of the

teacher's readiness to accept and learn to implement the program (or

components of it), as well as the development of the capacity of the
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local school to adopt, and to adapt, the kinds of innovations that the

program is designed to represent. Based upon its experience in

implementing the IMP in a variety of classroom settings researchers

at LBW have come to believe that a key to effective implementation of

innovations in schools is the use of an individualized approach. That

is, it is important to incorporate a gradual developmental process

that permits complete implementation to eventually occur through the

individualization of the implementation process.

Program Evaluation

In retrospect, the most significant single lesson for program

evaluators that emerges from LRDC's Follow Through experiences seems

to be the need to make the evaluation process iterative and

interactive. Educational evaluations should be carried out over at

least a one-year .period, with the results of any one study being used

as the basis for revising fUture studies. The evaluator needs to

interact with three baeio groups in designing and carrying out such

work: curriculum designers, school and implementation personnel, and

the research community--in that order. These groups represent

successive decision makers to whom evaluation information is relevant.

Early iterations of research should grow out of design

specifications for programs. This assumes that early work will focus

on information most useful for designers. Such an approach also helps

to assure that relevant information will be available to the

designer/developer when he or she is still interested and able to make

modifications or build additional components.
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The next iterations of research should include information that

is especially relevant to the school and implementation community.

Including such school-relevant data helps to assure that within the

first two years (assuming each iteration is a year) of data-

collection, information of relevance and interest to schools is being

collected and can, therefore, be made available to them.

Later iterations should include both school implementation and

research interests. The increased emphasis on the research community

is important in assuring that methodological procedures are maintained

at a high level . and causal interpretations are carefully made. In

this way, the perspective of the research can be . broadened and the

research can be linked with parallel efforts in the field as a whole.

This does not advocate doing research for groups in strictly linear

succession; rather, it suggests that such research start with one

emphasis that gradually alters and broadens to include. other

perspectives. As the emphasis changes and broadens, the context in

Which the research takes place should also broaden to include more

clasarbaaa and a variety of settings and grades.

A final point concerning the use of control groups in program

evaluation should be made. The classical paradigm calls for the use

of contrasting groups on which to base causal arguments. It should be

clear from the work described earlier that LRDC does not, in general,

use such an approach. Experience in evaluations conducted by the

National Follow Through Program indicates that in large field studies,

control groups rarely, if ever, bear any resemblence to the treatment
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group and thus are of little value. One alternative is to use

self-controls. Examples of such controls would include the historical

or repeated measure designs, such as the multiple baseline designs,

and the reversal design in ABA ABAB formats. These approaches,

however, are not always feasible on a large scale. Another

alternative involves: (a) employing convincing models of how

treatments bring about results, (b) including estimates. of

inatruotional processes in the data, (c) replicating the vesults over

time, and (d) expanding the group in which research is conducted to

guarantee variation in the treatment domain (Cooley & Leinhardt, 1975;

Leinhardt, 1978). The point in educational research should be to

develop convincing arguments as to the plausibility of results, and

determine if the data are consistent with those, arguments, rather than

to declare immutable laws.

Contrasts of Design and Implementation Research

Two independent lines of research on the IELP have been carried

out. The research focused on questions concerning the design,

component fit, implementation, and impact of the program. The general

procedure used for developing and implementing the program was: (a)

to design and try out program components; (b) to modify the design

and put the first generation of the program in developmental

classrooms; and (o) to modify and implement the program in a wide

range of classrooms, mostly Follow Through clanarooms. This approach,

however, generally created a gap of two to five years between the

first and third steps. The purpose of this section is to contrast and

interpret the findings from theft different phases of the research.
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The focus will be on three topics that have been consistently studied:

assessment of student learning, the effects of teachers! verbal

interactions with students, and the effects of increased student

autonomy on student growth.

Assessment of student learning. A major feature of the IELP is

the n existence of built-in devices (i.e., criterion-referenced

diagnostic tests) to assess student learning progress. In general,

there are four categories of criterion-referenced tests that are used:

placement tests for each level of the curriculum, administered when

the student enters the program; pretests for each unit of the

curriculum; curriculum-embedded testa for each objective; and

posttests for each unit of the curriculum.. These tests are used to

assess the competency and mastery level of students and to inform the

teacher about student progress. While some research has been done on

the particular patterns of use for each type of test (Leinhardt,

1976), the question of common interest is, "How valuable is testing?"

Wang (1973d) addressed this question from the program design

perspective in a study in which teachers were asked to estimate

Students' performance levels under conditions of maximum and minimum

test information. The study found that even experienced teachers

needed relatively frequent feedback from tests in order to predict a

child's performance accurately. Leinhardt (1972, 1977b), on the other

hand, addressed this question from a program evaluation perspective to

determine. the optimum frequency of testing. If a student is doing

nothing but taking tests, it is obvious that the student will not be

spending time learning new material. If,'on the other hand, a student
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is tested very infrequently, it is likely that the assignments. will

begin to diverge from the student's real needs. Results of

Leinhardtla study indicated that students should be tested regularly

but not too frequently. The optima: frequency for testing in the

IELP's math program appears to be every five to ten days.

Teacher contact. A second line of questions dealt with teachers'

verbal ifiteractions with students. While many questions were

investigated in this area, the overlap between experimental classroom

studies carried out in the developmental classrooms and field research

studies conducted in the LAIC Follow Through sites was on the type,

duration, and frequency of contacts. Wang's experimental studies

(Wang, 1976a; Wang & Brictson, 1973), which used task completion

rates as the dependent variable,
showed that student task completion

rates increased significantly when teachers increased the frequency

and length of their task-oriented contacts with students while

decreasing their management contacts.

Research in field settings has shown that to improve student

performance en standardized achievement tests, teachers must: focus

their attention on cognitive material (e.g., reading and math); make

frequent cognitive contacts (and few management contacts) with

individuals, as opposed to groups; and have contacts of less than two

minutes' duration (Leinhardt, 1976, 1977a&b, 1978). How oan these

different findings concerning length of contact be explained? While

there are no data that specifically address this question, a closer

review of the findings and the context of the studies can be made.
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Wang's research was conducted in five to ten classrooms in LIIDC's

developmental schools, where the,student was the unit of analysis and

where both the students and teachers had received training in not only

the curriculum components, but also in self scheduling. Leinhardt's

research was conducted in 30 to 60 LRDC affiliated Follow Through

classrooms, where there had not been such indepth training. It may

be that the important aspect of cognitive instruction is student

contact with cognitive material at the appropriate level for the

maximum amount of time. rn the Follow Through classrooms this was

accomplished by having the teacner contact a large number of students

and focus those contacts on cognitive questions. In the developmental

classrooms this was accomplished in part by the teacher and in part by

student selfscheduling. Interestingly, data from both settings

support the idea that an increase in management contacts leads to a

decrease in student academic growth.

Student autonomy. A third topic that generated much interest in

both the instructional design research and the field implementation

research on the IELP was the effects of increased student autonomy on.

student academic growth. Leinhardt and Wang investigated the

relationship between increasing levels of student independence and

levels of academic growth. Data from the developmental schools

consistently indicated that it was quite possible to maintain high

levels of both student independence and academic growth (Wang, 1976a;

Wang & Brictson, 1973; Wang, Mazza, Haines, & Johnson, 1972)..

Leinhardt's data from field research had more ambiguous results

(Leinhardt, 1972, 1977a & b). She found that some types of autonomy

(deciding when to take a test, moving from cognitive to noncognitive
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areas of work at will) are dysfunctional, while other types of

autonomy (deciding to work on a particular math unit, peer tutoring,

and beginning work upon arrival at school) are more functional. These

differences may be due to Wang's focus on student reports of autonomy

and observed rates of initiation & Stiles, 1976), while

Leinhardt focused on teacher reports (1977a).

As indicated in the discussion of the research, while the seeming

contradiction between the results of the experimental and the field

studies cannot always be directly explained by the data the

differences may be attributable to the setting or the unit of analysis

used. Program implementation in the developmental classrooms, where

the experimental research was carried out, was monitored closely by

the investigator, while implementation in the Follow Through sites did

not involve the investigator. Further research toAhelp explain these

differences will contribute both to.knowledge of instructional design

and to an understanding of the factors affecting the implementation of

the IELP. The implimentation process must be adjusted to adapt to the

needs and the entering competencies of 'the implementors (the teacher

and principals) as well as to the contextual constraints of the local

schools.

Some Final Remarks

The central question surrounding the development of the

Individualized Early Learning Program was "how to help children learn

more effectively". LRDC'a participation in the National Follow

Through Program has provided an
invaluable opportunity to find some of
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the answers to this question. A great deal is known about how

learning takes ,place and which instructional intervention strategies

tend to be more facilitating than others in fostering student learning

in certain contexts. Program development and implementation

experiences suggest that this knowledge can be incorporated into the

design of innovative school practices that could be very effective in

facilitating student learnihg.

The development of effective programs requires a systematically

planned iterative process

Instructional experimentation

of design and evaluation research.

as well as field research are needed to

provide pertinent information regarding the effects of the components

of a'given learning environment on student reaming. Furthermore,

implementation of innovative school .practices requires an adaptive

process. The implementation of even the most carefully designed and

empirically validated school programs must still undergo adaptations

at the local level. Creative assimilation of the innovation by the

user is the key to successful dissemination of innovations and

effective implementation in classroom settings.
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Appendix A

Selected Samples of Objectives Included

in the Various Prescriptive Curricula
0
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Terminal Objectives of the IPI Mathematics
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A1

Objectives of the Quantification Curriculum

GIVEN: THE CHILD CAN: .

Units 1 and 2
Counting and Oneto-One
Correepondencee--

A. Verbal instruction
B. Set of moveable objects

C. Flied ordered set of objects
D. Fined unordered set of pbjects
E. A numeral stated and a sat of

objects
F. A numeral stated and several sets

of need objects
G. Two ems of objects

H. Two unequal sets of objects
I . Two unequal sets of objects.

A. Recite the numerals in order
B. Count the objects, moving them out of the sat

an he or she counts
C . Count the objects
D. Count the objects
E. Count out a subset of stated size

F. Select a an of size indicated by numeral

G. Pair objects and state whether the SOU are
equivolent

H. Pair objects and stets which set has more
I . Pair objects and state which set has less

Units 3 and 4

Numenias

A. Two sets of numerals
B. A numeral stated, and a set of

Printed numerals
C. A numeral (written)
D. Several sots of objects and several

numerals
E. Two numerals (written)
F. A sat of numerals
0. Numerals stated

A. Match the numerals
B. Select the stated numeral

C. Read the numeral
D. Match numerals with appropriate sets

E. State which MOWS more lieu)
F. Mace them in order
G. Write the numeral

Unit 5 A. Two ,sell Of abject
Comparison of Sets

B. Two sets of objects
C. A set of objects and numeral
D. A numeral and several sets of

objects

E. Two rows of objects (not Wired
F. Thrice sets of objects

A. Count sets and state which has more objects or
that sets have same number

O. Count sets end state which has lass objects
C. Sun which shows more lieu)
D. Select sets which are more (lass) than the num-

eral; given a sat of objects and several numerals,
the child can select numerals which show more
(less) than the set of objects_

E. State whiff; row has more regardless of arrangement
F. Count sets and state which has most (lean)

Unit
Serration and Ordial .fr.
Position

A. Three objects of different sizes
8. Objects of graduated sizes
C, Several sets of objects
D. Ordered sat of objects

A. Select the largest (smallest)
B. Serbia according to size
C. Sedate the Sits according to size
D. Name the ordinal position of the objects

Unit 7
Addition end Subtraction
(sums to 10)

A. Two numbers stated, sat of objects,
and directions to add

B. Two numbers stated, set of objects,
and directions to subtract

C. Two numbers stated, number line
and directions to add

D. Two numbers stated, number line,
and directions to subtract

6. Addition and subtraction word
Problems

F. Written addition and subtraction
Problems in form: a or a

=y.
G. Addition and sub ewe Problemsinform x+y orx-y.

A. Add the numbers by counting out two subsets
then combining and noting combined number
NOM

B. Count our smaller subset from larger and stets
remainder

C. Use the number line to determine sum

13. Use number line to subtract

E. Solve the problems

F. Complete the problems

G. Complete the equations

we

Unit 8 A. Equations In form of z .0+A A. Show several ways of completing the equation

Addition end Subtraction B. Equations in form of a + y .13+A B. Complete equation in several rays

Equations C. Equations In form of x+y .: +0, C. Complete the equations
x+yna+ a

D. Equations In forms a +0 - y, D. Complete the equations
13+rt.y

E. Complete addition equation E. Write equations using mime numeral and minus
(e.g., st+ynrc) sign (e.g., z - a' yl and demonstrate relationship

F. Counting blocks and /or number line F. Make up completed equations of various forms

°Unit 1 involves sets of up to 6 objects; unit 2 involves sets of up to 10 objects.
b unill Involves numerals and sets of up to 5 obi/414 unit 4 involves numerals and sots of up to 10 objects.

Nets: Adopted from "Adaptive Education for'Young Children: The Primary Education Project" by C.R.

Resnick, M.C. Wang, and J. Romer. In Preschool in Action:. Exploring Early ChildhoodF4ograms

(2nd ed.) editid by M.C. day and R.K. Parker (Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1978).
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A-2 .

Objectives of the Classification and Communication Skills Curriculum

GIVEN: THE CHILD CAN:

Unit I
Basic /Arching Skills

A. A set of two objects

B. Two identical sets of objects
C. An array of objects varying in

one dimention
D. Three objects - two Identical. one

different
E. A sample object and three disimiler

r object

A. Stetwwhether the pairs are the "same"
or "different"

8. Pair Identical objects
C. Sort on the basis of differing attribute. of

that dimension
D. Identify the one that is different

E. Identity the one that matcher the sample

Unit 2
Shape and Sire
Discrimination

A. Desk shapes and matching outlines
8. Irregular diem end mashing

outlines
C. Two sizes of rods and Instructions

. to superimpose
D. Two sizes of a shape and

Instructions to superimpose

A. Place the shapes on the 'Wroclaw outlines
B. Place the sham on the appropriate outlines

C. State whether same or different size ,
and give reason

D. State whether same or different and give reason

Unit 3
Color Naming

A. An array of the begs colors A. Ify the statedcolore
B . An array of the basic colors 8. Name tM colors

o C. Two identical sets of objects ofth. C. Match Identical objects
different shades of color

D. Several shades of a single color 'II D. Sejiate In order from Orkin to lightest

Unit 4
Shape Naming

A. An array of the seven basic shape' A. Identify named shape
B. An envy of the seven basic shapes 8. Name the shaper

Unit 5 A. Two objects. some on one dimen A. State whether the objects are the same or
Advanced Mutating Skills sion but different an another different ancYgiva reason

a 8. Three objects. varying in three 5.4 identify the object that Is different and give
dimensions, two alike on a given MOOR
dimension and one different on

'that Own dimension °

C. A sample object and a sat of objects Identity object that matches sample In one dims
vying in two dimensions sion and give reasons

D. An sr* of objects varying in two b. Place objects in groups according to one dimenlort
dimensions (color. them and size) aid explain the bale for the Mt
and instructions to sort on the basis
of one dlininsion

Units 8-8 A. Two Miens different In size. A. Point to the "big" (long". "tall". "wide") object
Big and Little 8. Two objects different in size B. Verbally sate which object is "big" etc. when
Long and Short asked
Tall and Short C. Two objects different in size C. Identify the little" ("short". "narrow") Wiwi
Wide and Narrow D. Two objects different In size. D. State which °bidet is 'lithe" etc. when asked

Et Two objects different in sire E. Describe according to sire using the term "big"
or 'little". etc. . .

F. Twoobject different in size F. Compere and stern which is 'bigger" "smaller"etc.
4 Several slses of an object G. Sedate in order from biggest to smallest .

Note: Adopted from "Adaptive Education for Y8unithildrent The Primary Education Project" by L.R.
Resnidc, M.C. Wang. and J. Rosner. In Preschool in Action: Exploring Early Childhood Programs is
(2nd ed.) edited by M.C. Day and R .K. Parker (Bottob: Allyn & Bacon. 1976).
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A3

Objectives of the Visual Motor Component of the PEP Curriculum

GIVEN:.
THE CHILD CAN:

Level A Unit 1: A group of one-inch cubes arranged in a

Pape row
Unit 2: A group of one-inch cubes arranged in a

single rowt

Unit 1: SuperinsposametchIng cubes

- Unit 2: Construct z replication alongside the modal

Level II

Lave C

Unit 1: A group of clarinet, cubits arranged Into an
intenbcking row end column

Unit 2: A group of one-inch cubes arranged into an

- Interlocking row and column
Unit 3: A drawing of a group of ones-Inch cubes arranged

into interlocking rows and columns

Unit 1: A Design Bawd F on which two rubber bends
Ione horisontel. one vertical) have been stretched

Unit 2: A Design Board F on which three rubber bands
(two horizontal, one vertical) have been
stretched

Unit 3: A drawing of a Design Board F on which two
rubber bends lone horizontal, onevertical)
are represented

Unit 1:

Unit 2:

Unit 3:

Superimpose matching cubes

Construct a4spilartion alongside model

Construct a matching arrangement along-
aide drawing

Unit 1:

Unit 2:

Unit 3:

Superimpose two additional rubber bands

Replicate pattern on second Design 'load F

Construct thy pattern on a Design Board F

Lave 0 Unit 1: A droving of a Design Boyd F on which two
rubber bends lone vertical, one ho frontal
are represented

Unit 2: A Design Board F on which two rJhbor bends
Iona vertical, one horizontal) have been stretched

Unit 3: A drawing of a Design Board F on which two
rubber bends (one horizontal. one venial) ea
represented '-

Unit 4: A drawing of a Design Board F on which three
rubber bends lone horizontal, two vernal)
are represented

Unit 1: Trace accurately over the two lines

Unit 2: Replicate pattern on second Design Bard F

Unit 3: Construct the wpm on Design Board F

Unit 4: Copy the mum on second printed
representation of the Design Board F .

Lae Unit 3: A dressing of Design Board I on which three
rubber binds lone venial, one horizontal, one
diagonal) are represented

Unit 4: A dewing of Design Board I on which three

O
rubber bends (one horizontal, one vertical,
one diagonal) are represented

Unit 3: Construct the pattern on Design Board I

Unit 4: Copy (draw) the pattern on second
prinNed representation of Design Board I

Laval F Unit 3: A drawing of Design Board P on which three
rubber bends Ions vertical, two diagonal) are

o represented

. Unit 4: A.drabing of Design Board P. on which three
rubber bends jone horizontal, onevertical, one
diaconal we represented

Unit 3: Construct the pattern on Design Board P

Unit 4: Copy (draw) the pattern on a second
printed representation of Design Board P

Laval 4 Unit 3: A drawing of Design Bard kon which five

rubber bends (vertical. horizontal,diagonal)

are represented
Unit 4: A drawing of Design Board P onwhich five

rubber beide lhorizontel, vertical, diagonal)

91ffereorammed
Unit 5: A drawing of Design Board P onwhich four

rubber bends (vertical, horizontal, dibilmil
are represented

Unit 3:

. Unit 4:

Unit 5:

Construct the pattern on a Design Board P

Copy (draw) the pattern on a second
Printed repreenation of Design Board P

Copy (drewl-thapetterr on a second
printePrepresentetion of Design Board P
from Witch don have been faded (PF8)

Level H Unit 3:

Unit 4:

Unit S:

A dresring of Design Said P on which eight
rubber bends (vertical, horizontal, diagonal)

IIONIMMIlld
A drawing of Design litinTOOn which si ht

rubber bends ( hattontel , vertical, disband)
e re repro enact
A drawing of Design Board P or which seven
rubber bends (vertical, horizontal, diagonal)

are represented -

Unit 3: Construct the pattern on Design Board P

Unit 4: Copy (dray) the pattern on a second
minted representation of Design Board P

0

Unit 5: Copy (drawl the pattern on second
Printed representation of Design Board P

'ream which 18 dots haw been faded IPF16)

Unit 4: A ammo of Design
Level rubber bends (horizontal, vertical, diagonal)

are represented
Unit 5: A dressing of Culp Board Pon which ten

rubber bends (vartical, horizontel, diagonal)

are represented

Unit'4:

Unit B:

Copy (drew) the pattern on a second printed
repreeenatIton of Design Board P

Copy (draw) the pattern on a second printed
representation of Design Board P from which
ell dots have been faded (PF25)



A4

Objectives of Auditory - Motor Component of the PEP Curriculum

GIVEN: THE CHILD CAN:

Level A Unit 1:1 March ammo music
Unit 2: A series of CUP

Unit 3: A series of claps

Unit 1: Clap hands in synchrony with the music
Unit 2: Ranging from one to four, draw a horizontal dash

for each clap, from left to right -

Unit 3: Ranging from one to four, reproduce the clapping
pattern

Le' 8 Unit 1:

Unit 2:

Unit 3:

Unit 4:
Unit 5:

Level C Unit 4:
Unit 5:

Unit 6:

Unit 7:

Level 0 Unit 4:

Unit 5:

Unit 6:

Unit 7:

Unit 9:

Level E Unit 4:

Unit 5:

Unit 6:

Unit 7:

Unit 8:

Level F Unit 6:

Unit 7:

Unit 9:

Level G Unit 6:

Unit 7:

Unit 8:
Unit 9:

Laval H Unit 6:

Unit 7:

Unit 8:

Unit 9:

Music with clanging tempo, chip Unit 1:-
blonde in synchrony with the music
A series of long and short inusicel Unit 2:
tones, ranging from one to four in total
A series of long end short claps, ranging Unit 3:
from one to four in tout
A woken phases of numerals . Unit 4:
A spoken phrase of numerals Unit 5:

Adapting to changes in tempo

Draw an appropriate horizontal dash for each SOUnci,
from left to right
Reproduce the clapping pattern

Clop hands once for each word in the phrase
"Write" the phrit$0. Using a horizontal dash to repre-
sent each numeral (from left to right), and "reed"
aloud any numeral on request

A spoken Owns of one-syllable words
A spoken phrase of one-syllable words

Unit 4:
Unit 5:

..4 series of spoken oneyllable words Unit 6:

A serial of woken words followed by Unit 7:
the same series from which one word
has been omitted

Clap hands one for each word In phrase
"Write" the phrue, using a horizontal dash to repre-
sent each word (from left to right), and "read"
aloud any word requested. ,
Indicate the presence or absence of a weenie word
in that Stria
SUMO the omitted word

A spoken phrase of one- imil.two-wl-
labia words
A spoken phrase of one- and twsyl-
labia words

A spoken two4yliable word

A spof-en two-syllable word followed
by a statement of only one of the
syllables
A --oken two- word series or com-
ps.. 1 twosyllable word

Unit 4:

Unit 5:

Unit 6:

Unit 7:

Say and clap hands simultaneously for each syllable
in phrase
"Write" the Wass. Using a horizontal dash (from
left to right) to represent each syllable, and "reed"
aloud any syllable on request
Indicate presence or absence of a specified syllable
In that word
Say the syllable that wee omitted

Unit 8: State single remaining word or syllable by omitting
the other as designated

A spoken phrase of ono-, two-, and
three-syllable words
A spoken one-, two, or three-syllebie
word

A spoken three-syllable word

A spoken three-syliabte word followed
by a statement of only two of the
syllables
A spoken three-syllable word

Unit 4:

Unit 6:

Unit 8:

Uriit 7:

Soy and dap hands simultaneously for and) syllable
in phrase
"Write" the word, using a horizontal dash (from
left to right) to represent each syllable, and "reed"
aloud any syllable on request
Indicate presence or absence of specified syllable
in that word
Say the syllable that was omitted

Unit 8: Restate the word omitting designated syllable

Three spoken words and a specified
consonant or vowel sound
A spoken word. followed by a restate-
ment of the word with the initial
consonant sound omitted
A spoken word

Unit 6:

Unit 7:

Indicate which word begins with that sound

State the omitted sound

Unit 8: Repeat the word omitting its initial consonant sound

Three spoken words and a toe :Med Unit 6:
consonant sound
A spoken word, followed by a resist.- Unit 7:
mint of the word with its 11nel:con-
sonant sound omitted
A spoken word
A spoken word

Unit 8:
Unit 9:

Indicate which word ends with that sound

State the omitted sound

Repeat the word omitting its final consonant sound
Substitute one beginning or ending sound for anothw

Three spoken words and a specified Unit 6:
consonant or vowel sound
A spoken word, followed by a restate. Unit 7:
rem of the word with one consonant
sound of a twoconsonent bland omitted
A spoken word Unit 8:

A spoken word Unit 9:

Identify which word contains that sound

State the omitted sound

Repeat the word omitting one consonant Sound of a
two-consonant bland
Substitute any consonant or vowel sound for another
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A5

Objectives of General - Motor Component of the PEP Curriculum

GIVEN: THE CHILD CAN:

Level A Unit 1: Verbal instructions

Unit 2: Verbal instructions

Unit 3:
Unit 4:

Unit 6:
Unit 8:
Unit 7:

Unit 8:

Verbal instructions
Verbal instructions

Verbal instructions
Verbal instructions
Verbal instructions

Tempo set by teacher
and verbal instructions

Unit 1:

Unit 2:

Unit 3:
Unit 4:

Unit 5:
Unit 6:
Unit 7:

Unit 8:

Stand with one foot crossed in front of the other for 5
seconds; then repeat with other foot forward
Walk forward a distance of 10 feet with feet crossing over

in front of each other
Jump forward: feet together
Click teeth while lips are together: move eyes freely to
far left and far right
Use scissors to cut moor
Identify named body parts
Move only one arm, than the other. while In supine position.

(Angels in Snow posture)
Tap right and left hands, alternately, in tempo. run In pNea

Level Unit 1:

Unit 2:

Unit 3:
Unit 4:

Unit 5:

Unit 8:
Unit 7:

Verbal instructions

Verbal instructions

Verbal Instructions
Verbal instructions

Verbal Instructions

Verbal instructions
Verbal instructions

Unit 8: Tanipo set by teacher
and verbal instructions

I(nit 1: Balance on one hand and opposite knee and foot for 6
seconds: than repeat with Other hand. knee and foot

Unit 2: Hop in place on one foot, while supporting self with hands:

than with other foot
Unit 3: growl jump -12 inches
Unit 4: Move tongue (Inside mouth) from one cheek to the other.

Move eyes laterally, looking from own right hand to own
left hand

Unit 5: Drew a single line connecting two dots that are three
inches apart

Unit 6: Name designated body parts
Unit 7: Move one leg, then the other, while In supine position.

(Angels in Snow posture)
Unit 8: Tap each hand twice, alternating hands while maintaining

rhythm and tainting Pattern

Level C Unit 1:

Unit 2:

Unit 3:
Unit 4:

Unit 5:

Unit 8:
Unit 7:

Verbal Instructions

Verbal instructions

Verbal instructions
Verbal instructions

A string and verbal
Instructions
Verbal instructions
Verbal instructions

Unit 8: Tempo set by tawner
end verbal instructions

Unit 1:

Unit 2:

Unit 3:
Unit 4:

Unit 5:

Stand balanced on one foot for 8 seconds: then balance on
the Other foot
Hop forward on one foot, a distance of 8 feet: then on the

other foot
Skip, maintaining synchronous pattern for at least 16 feet
Move tongue end eyes in same direction at same time. upon

verbal direction
Ties bow

Unit 6: Name designated body parts (touched but not sem)

Unit 7: Move arm and leg on same side simultaneously while In
is supine position; then the other arm and leg(Knoli
Srues/ posture). Move both hands sumultaneously in the
same direction to drew horizontal line: then move both in

nnocalta direction
Unit 8: Hop twice, sitarnating -f em while maintaining rhythin-anir

hopping Pattern

Note. Adopted from "Adaptive Education for Young Children: The Primary Education Project" by VV.

Resnick, M.C. Wang, and J. Rosner. In Preschool in Action: Exploring Early Childhood Programs

(2nd ed.), edited by M.C. Day and R.K. Parker (Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 18751.
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